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Interview with Giuliano Mosconi, CEO and Owner
of Tecno S.p.A.

Intelligent furniture: Office
projects for the 21st century
Thanks to the digital revolution, working methods have never changed so dramatically and
so quickly as during the first two decades of the 21st century. The working environment to
support these changes is struggling to keep pace, but one Italian company has been combining office furniture and fittings with the latest technology for almost 70 years, and is therefore well placed to meet the needs of the digital age. Headquartered in Milan, Tecno S.p.A.
is renowned worldwide for its stylish yet innovative interior architecture. The company works
together with some of the most respected architects and designers to create attractive workspaces which also support the technological demands of today and tomorrow.

We don’t think in terms of products anymore, we focus
on complete projects.

which also saw digitalization take a
real hold. Tecno decided to refocus
on the company’s original goal of
effectively integrating office furniture with the latest technology. As
Both stunning and practical: Tecno furniture combines the unique style of Italian design with full connectivity to meet the needs of the digital workplace

a result, the company developed a
series of innovative patented products. “We were the first company

Founded in 1953 as a manufac-

sion is no longer to produce simple

several years as CEO for important

in the world in this sector to create

turer of office furniture incorpo-

furniture, but to design interior

design companies. “In particular,

‘intelligent’ products which com-

rating the latest technology, the

architecture which supports work-

our aim is to understand how

municate with the environment,”

complexity of the modern working

ing methods today and into the fu-

things are developing in relation to

Mr. Mosconi underlines. “This

world has led Tecno to switch its

ture,” says CEO Giuliano Mosconi,

technology and the international

innovation brought us to the atten-

focus over recent years. “Our mis-

who acquired Tecno in 2010 after

working world. We don’t think in

tion of the world market.” Tecno

terms of products anymore, we

engaged specialists for the project,

focus on complete projects. Along-

and also established joint ventures

side the project culture, a global

with Microsoft and Telecom Italia.

business has evolved which we

Initially, the technology was simply

serve with a strong local presence;

integrated into the company’s tra-

this enables us to fully understand

ditional furniture portfolio – an in-

the respective regional markets.”

telligent desk featured alongside a

A win/win: Comfort and connectivity for the end user; control and evaluation for
business managers

standard desk, for example. Since

EUROPEAN
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The financial crisis of 2010

then, the demand for permanent

was a complicated period

connectivity has escalated, and
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Tecno has established a separate

Bofill, Jean-Michel Wilmotte, and

company, IO.T Solutions – IO.T

Renzo Piano, to produce custom-

is the acronym for Intelligence of

designed office spaces. The

Tecno – which combines old world

company is currently working on

with the new through digitally con-

around 50 large and prestigious

nected furniture, which provides

projects around the world, includ-

end users with the working facili-

ing the National Bank of Kuwait

ties and comfort they need. IO.T

tower designed by Norman Foster,

Solutions’ products are managed

the justice buildings in Paris, and

and monitored via the company’s

the European Parliament building

newest software, DINA, a booking

in Brussels, projected by Renzo Pi-

platform and customized profiling

ano, as well as new headquarters

system, which allows, for example,

for Columbia University in New

We were the first company in the world in this sector to
create ‘intelligent’ products which communicate with the
environment.

Headquarter of Biomerieux

originality of its products. “One of

Mr. Mosconi is preparing to hand

the most important factors which

over his company to a new genera-

differentiates us from the com-

tion. “I am of the age where I want

petition is the fact that we always

to move to the role of President,”

conform to the logic of the culture

he confirms. “I am therefore look-

access control, modification of

York, airports in Morocco and the

of a project, whereas the competi-

ing both internally and externally to

layout and maintenance planning.

Cape Verde Islands, and the new

tion generally focuses on the logic

form a group of people to manage

DINA enables managers to control

underground in Saudi Arabia. It

of the products,” stresses Mr.

the business going forward. Tecno

the smart furnishings remotely

goes almost without saying, that

Mosconi. Headquartered in Milan,

will continue to grow and, above

and provides data and information

Tecno has won numerous awards

Tecno has offices in London, Paris,

all, remain a credible partner for

relating to usage so that resources

for its work, such as the Red Dot

Madrid, Warsaw, Frankfurt, Dubai,

international projects. I believe our

can be optimized.

and the Compasso d’Oro.

Seoul, New York and Tunis. 75%

history is a strong factor and I want

of the company’s turnover is gen-

Tecno to remain an important reference point for Italian design.”

Today, Tecno works predominantly

The firm is one of the leading play-

erated through projects abroad;

on a project basis, often with re-

ers in its sector, and is respected

the US currently accounts for 35%

nowned designers and architects,

around the world for the quality

of its overseas work, while Western

such as Norman Foster, Riccardo

of its work, its innovation and the

Europe is also an important region.
The Middle East, Southeast Asia,
Australia and Central and Eastern
Europe are also interesting and
upcoming markets.
With the commercial and public
recently acquired a new company
to focus on similar developments
for the residential market. Zanotta
is a well-known Italian brand, and
under the Tecno umbrella will
bring digital connectivity to furni-

Not just offices: Railway platforms such as this one at London Bridge station are
fully connected thanks to Tecno’s innovative furniture

5
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Tecno S.p.A.

Piazza XXV Aprile 11
20154 Milan (MI)
Italy
 +39 031 75381
 +39 031 7538220
 info@tecnospa.com
 www.tecnospa.com
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sector market booming, Tecno has

Interview with Dr. Eng. Cesare Viganò,
Sales Director of Nuova CIBA S.p.A.

Tire solutions that never tire
About to celebrate its 60th anniversary, Italian firm Nuova CIBA S.p.A. has secured its place
among the world market leaders as a major supplier in the rubber industry. From raw materials storage to transport, dosing and mixing, the company provides both semi and completely automated production line solutions for companies primarily in tire production as well as
Rubber Technical Goods manufacturers and Custom Compounders. European Business spoke
to Sales Director Cesare Viganò about the company’s ongoing success, long-term relations
and its acquisition by the ZEPPELIN Group.

ery, but also to ongoing service

sold the company of 45 employees

and maintenance. “If any of our

to the German ZEPPELIN Group

Customers experiences problems,

in a strategic move, guaranteeing

we are ready to jump in, 365 days

further long-term growth prospects

a year,” asserts Dr. Viganò.

and permanence of its headquarters in Reggio Emilia. After the

Although he had been cooperat-

acquisition, Dr. Eng. Viganò was

ing with Nuova CIBA in many

appointed, bringing a wealth of

occasions in the past, Dr. Viganò

industry experience, diverse quali-

is quite new in the ranks of the or-

fications and a fresh perspective to

ganization. Last year, owners Egisto

the company through his manage-

Giuliani and Corrado Alessandri

rial approach.

From storage...

“Our first big break was with Pirelli.

“We’ve been in the market for

We engineered, manufactured and

60 years, have always been very

installed their upstream systems

flexible and lean, and attract our

for their rubber mixing,” explains

customers with our very good

Dr. Viganò. The relationship has

price-performance ratio.” This

since blossomed, and this year

ensures a high degree of customer

Nuova CIBA received PIRELLI’s

loyalty and some of Nuova Ciba’s

SUPPLIER AWARD in the catego-

customers have worked with them

ries of Quality and Service Level.

for 30 years and more. Its name

The company has also developed

has become synonymous with reli-

long lasting alliances with tire gi-

ability in the rubber industry, due

ants like Bridgestone, Michelin

not only to the provision of produc-

and others on a worldwide basis.

tion lines and respective machin-

EUROPEAN
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...to transport...
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...and dosing...

Teamwork is essential for development, from production
workers to big customer groups.
...to mixing

Unlike other companies operat-

affordable solutions to small and

national arena. “Our acquisition by

fairs, beginning in Germany with

ing under the ZEPPELIN Group,

medium sized enterprises.”

ZEPPELIN has given us a footing

this year’s Tire Technology Expo in

in the German market,” states Dr.

Hannover and the K-Trade Fair in
Dusseldorf.

original company brand-name

80% to 90% of Nuova Ciba’s

Viganò. The company will now be

which is tied to their upstanding

operations are carried out interna-

participating at international trade

reputation and to maintaining its

tionally. It has installed plants for

proven track record. Annual turn-

customers all over Europe and also

over is currently around twelve

in South Africa, Sri Lanka, South

million EUR, contributing to the

America and Russia. “In the past,

colossal 2.7 billion EUR collec-

we were always approached by

tively generated by the ZEPPELIN

customers and so we never put

Group. “We now have a very solid

much focus on attracting them

group behind us; a real strong

ourselves.” With ZEPPELIN now

backbone,” affirms Dr. Viganò,

behind the company and with Dr.

“and for ZEPPELIN, they now

Viganò leading the way, Nuova

have a company on board that

Ciba is exploring new means of

not only supplies the major tire

penetrating further markets for in-

manufacturers but also delivers

creasing its presence in the inter-

7
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Nuova CIBA S.p.A.

Via Giovanni Fattori 6
42122 Reggio Emilia (RE)
Italy
 +39 0522 550215
 +39 0522 557133
 nuovaciba@nuovaciba.re.it
 www.nuovaciba.com
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Nuova CIBA are keeping their

Interview with Davide Tomasello, Project Manager
at Eurogamma Spa

Heavyweights on stage
Performance and safety are important criteria when it comes to choosing the right lifting
system. At the same time, the system must be capable of being adapted to individual needs.
Eurogamma Spa in Calenzano, Italy offers a range of lifting systems that is unrivalled in its
breadth and adaptability. Individual customer needs can be catered to, even in the case of
larger loads such as transport vehicles.

The Eurogamma product range

are particularly suited for buses

encompasses a wide range of

and rolling stock. The company

standard systems that have been

enjoys an excellent reputation,

developed in-house over the years.

above all for its ability to adapt its

The lifting systems have between

systems individually to meet cli-

4 and 64 columns with a lifting

ent needs. “We develop suitable

power of 5 to 50 t per column. The

solutions on the basis of customer

individual jacks can be fixed or

specifications,” explains Project

movable.

Manager Davide Tomasello. “We

Individually tailored

are in constant contact with the
customer. Moreover, we never
stand still. We are always conduct-

In addition to all the required ac-

ing research into new development

cessories, Eurogamma also sup-

and additional after-sale services.

plies the central control unit with

That is an important factor that

both hardware and software. The

sets us apart from other manufac-

“In our sector, it is very important

With roots that go back to the

company’s speciality are lifting sys-

turers in this sector.”

to cultivate genuinely close cus-

1980s, Eurogamma originally

tomer relationships,” says Davide

specialized in the sale of spare

In the digital domain, too, the com-

Tomasello. “Through our continu-

parts for the automotive and rail

pany has its finger on the pulse of

ous contact with customers, we

sector. Over the years, the com-

tems with twelve columns, which

The company specializes in lifting systems for transport vehicles

the times. The systems are compatible with Industry 4.0 and can
be controlled remotely. The company’s client list contains rolling

We never stand still. We are always conducting research into
new development and additional after-sale services.

stock manufacturers, railway com-

The columns have a lifting capacity between 5 and 50 t
EUROPEAN
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panies and operators, public trans-

always have our ear to the market

pany developed from an importer

portation companies, maintenance

and hear about new trends and

into a manufacturer and solutions

companies, importers and distribu-

needs as they emerge. Industry ex-

integrator, finally coming to focus

tors. The company serves custom-

hibitions like the InnoTrans in Ber-

on lifting systems for buses, trains

ers in Europe, the USA, Australia

lin, the Sifer in Lille or the Railtex

and trams. In 2012, it developed

and Asia. In Europe, France and

in Birmingham are good platforms

the strongest lifting platform in

England are key markets followed

for us to show off our new products

the world with a lifting capacity

by Italy and Switzerland.

to an international audience.”

per column of 50 t. Numerous

www.european-business.com
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Would you like your business
to be featured amongst your
country’s finest?
Or perhaps you just want to keep in touch with the
latest industry developments in your nation?
The company occupies airy, modern offices

certifications attest to the safety of

internationalization are also im-

Eurogamma systems, which are all

portant topics on the agenda. “We

equipped with a proprietary pat-

want to do something that never

ented safety module.

ends,” explains Davide Tomasello.
“We want to keep getting better at

For the coming years, Davide To-

what we do and keep on develop-

masello expects to see growth in

ing our products. New projects

the area of lifting systems for buses

and new commercial and technical

in particular. Further improve-

goals are, of course, also part of

ments in the area of rolling stock

our future goals.”

as well as the company’s ongoing

Eurogamma Spa

Via di Le Prata 108
50051 Calenzano (FI)
Italy
 +39 055 881511
 +39 055 8815120
 info@eurogamma.com
 www.eurogamma.com

Whatever your focus,
our new, country specific
e-papers will interest you. For fascinating insights
into the latest innovations, business developments
and commercial thinking in Italy, Hungary and Scandinavia, go to www.european-business.com/epaper
We are planning to publish more country-specific
e-papers in the near future. If you would like
potential customers to read about your business,
then please contact us on

9
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The headquarters of Eurogamma in Calenzano, Italy

Interview with Alexander Weissteiner, CEO
of WF Mechanik GmbH

Digital metalworking
Industry 4.0 is one of the buzzwords of the 21st century. In South Tyrol, the future of industrial manufacturing is already firmly established. While committed to the long tradition of
metalworking, the dynamically evolving family enterprise WF Mechanik GmbH uses the latest
digital technologies, including advanced online platforms where customers can order parts in
a fully automated process. All geared towards further growth, the company has just bought a
new plot of land to expand its production and logistics capacities.

CEO Alexander Weissteiner is fascinated by metal as a multi-purpose work material

The CNC controlled, 5-axis simultaneous milling center guarantees the highest level
of precision and processing performance

WF Mechanik is a South Tyrolean

a serial producer of increasingly

gineering in Munich. “My parents

nologies, with digitally controlled

metal processing business cover-

complex parts and assemblies,”

have never put pressure on me

robots and advanced machines,

ing the whole spectrum of sheet

says CEO Alexander Weissteiner,

but I have always enjoyed helping

such as CNC controlled, 5-axis

metal work, machining processing,

son of the founder, describing the

them. After finishing my studies,

simultaneous milling centers and

steel construction and surface

company’s evolvement. “Yet all

I worked for another company for

solid-state fiber lasers, to lay the

treatment. In addition, the compa-

the time, we have remained true to

a while, but it is much more mo-

basis for our continued expan-

tivating and rewarding to work for

sion,” Mr. Weissteiner adds.

ny offers product development and
rapid prototyping services. Based

The customer has an idea
and we take care of the rest.

one’s own business, for the family,
though the challenges and the re-

WF Mechanik works for customers

Bolzano, WF Mechanik was estab-

sponsibility are greater.” In 2012,

in the automotive, electrical and

lished in 1979. Originally, the com-

WF Mechanik moved to new pro-

mechanical engineering and tool-

pany was located in nearby Klaus-

duction locations at Vahrn to sup-

making industries, mainly in South

in Vahrn, close to Brixen and

en where it started specializing in

metal as our primary work materi-

port the company’s uninterrupted

Tyrol, Austria, Germany and Swit-

high-quality metalworking. “Over

al.” Alexander Weissteiner entered

growth. “In 2017, we introduced a

zerland. The company processes

the years, we have developed from

the family enterprise at the age of

new organizational structure and

approximately 1,500 t of metal

a provider of repair services into

just 17, while he was studying en-

Industry 4.0 manufacturing tech-

a year, with annual growth rates

EUROPEAN
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WF Mechanik GmbH
Eisackstrasse 11
39040 Vahrn (BZ)
Italy

 +39 0472 845078
 +39 0472 845759
 info@wfmechanik.it
 www.wfmechanik.it

The solid-state fiber laser cuts thin sheet parts at speeds of up to 25,000 mm/min
without restraints in quality

of 10%. “We see ourselves as a

steiner. “Parts are automatically

WF Mechanik has just acquired a

while the simple ones will be left to

service provider that produces

calculated, designed, optimized

neighbouring plot of land to build

the machines. Our goal is to have

finished and semi-finished parts

and produced, and the customer

new workshops within the next two

machines that no longer need any

that are made to measure to our

can track the whole process up

years and have more space for

operators.” Besides expanding

customers’ individual specifica-

to delivery. In the past, there was

production and logistics. “We are

its manufacturing premises and

tions,” explains Mr. Weissteiner.

much less information. Today, the

all geared towards further growth,”

digital processes, WF Mechanik is

states Mr. Weissteiner. Simulta-

looking for a partner. “We want to

neously, the metal processing

cooperate with a larger company

company is continuing to expand

in the same industry,” explains Mr.

its digital transformation. “This is a

Weissteiner. “We see that many

constant process,” says Mr. Weis-

have the same problems, and

Parts are automatically calculated, designed, optimized
and produced.
“The customer has an idea and

value of data is extremely high. In

steiner. “I believe that people will

together one can achieve better

we take care of the rest, from the

addition, the speed has changed.

do more qualified jobs in the future

results.”

initial feasibility study to the opti-

The period from receiving an order

mum design and cost-optimized

to delivering the finished parts is

production through to the finished,

becoming shorter all the time.”

surface-treated component or as-

WF Mechanik is not yet a 100%

sembly. We cover the entire value

automated factory. “This is not

chain and support our custom-

what we are aiming for, though,”

ers from the first sketch, always

says Mr. Weissteiner. “We have a

with the goal of making their

concise plan to achieve optimum

lives easier.” In its niche market,

automation and digitization, but

particularly within the region, WF

the whole process is very time and

Mechanik has a unique position

cost intensive, and every individual

thanks to its digital process chain.

employee has to be involved in the

“We have an online shop where

process. Otherwise it is not effec-

customers can upload compo-

tive. We already have very efficient

nent geometries, which are then

digital process chains in sheet

processed by us in a fully auto-

metal working but there is still

mated way, without any manual

room for improvement in supply

intervention,” states Mr. Weis-

chain management.”

business
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Based in Vahrn near Brixen in South Tyrol, WF Mechanik is a leader in Industry 4.0
manufacturing technologies

Interview with Kjell Olav A. Maldum, Managing Director
of Infinitum AS

Be the one who makes your
industry sustainable
We have all seen the news report images of plastic piling up along
beaches, and many different solutions have been attempted to incentivise its cleanup. This has often taken the form of plastic recycling
schemes, but more recently, there have been attempts to harness
market forces to solve the problem. Norwegian company Infinitum
AS is one of the most successful models of this kind of enterprise,
and now, under the leadership of Managing Director Kjell Olav A.
Maldum, it is undertaking an ambitious expansion strategy.
quently, international delegations

all working for similar ends. In

visit the company, most recently

person, and via social media, we

from Scotland, India and Australia.

want to reach and educate on this

Inspiring sustainable use of plastic

issue.

globally is something we are particularly proud of.”

Dissecting their own approach, the
director suggests it is a mistake to

The company has three purpose-built sorting facilities in Norway with 55 employees, for the separation of clear PET bottles from coloured bottles and cans

“It is fair to say that plastic has

of recycled plastic is something we

a bad environmental reputation

really want to achieve.”

“Not only do we welcome the

think Infinutum is a finished arti-

world,” Mr. Maldum continues,

cle: “While we have been looking

“but we go to the world with our

to share our way of doing things,

model. Our interactions with for-

we have also been very aware that

eign and domestic policy-makers

we have to look into other systems

and industry leaders help us build

to find out how we could be doing

a network of like-minded people

better.”

at this point in time,” begins Mr.
Maldum. “However, as long as you

It is an aim that is winning many

collect and reuse it, plastic is the

admirers, reports the Manag-

most efficient material for drinks

ing Director: “Our bottle deposit

bottles. Compared to glass, plastic

schemes have been expanding, as

is lighter, which saves energy in

more politicians get on board with

transit. Seeing closed-loop, sus-

Infinitum’s philosophy. We have

tainable use of a high percentage

even gone beyond Norway. Fre-

Seeing closed-loop, sustainable use of a high percentage of
recycled plastic is something we really want to achieve.
EUROPEAN
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Norwegian producers began to use non-refillable bottles in 2014, and since then
Infinitum’s processing volumes have increased by a multiple of seven.
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Infinitum AS

Karenslyst allé 9c
0278 Oslo
Norway
 +47 2212 1520
 +47 2212 1521
 info@infinitum.no
 www.infinitum.no

Retailers and producers share ownership of the company in a 50/50 split,
companies who want to participate must go through a membership process

This has led to big developments,

principles, rather than any given

clean up the environment as a

like a German firm building a recy- step has been key for us as a com-

product: “It’s ultimately about

result.”

cling plant next to the company’s

more than just plastic bottles, we

lot of things, and optimizing each
pany moving forward. One thing

sorting facilities, he explains: “This we have been looking at is increas-

want to include other products as

Infinitum presents a model for

is one step towards a closed loop

ing uptake in small stores and

well. In Norway, one of our first

businesses, even as a non-profit. It

plastic system in Norway, and

petrol stations. The attitude of the

targets is fishing nets. Of course

has positioned itself as an enabler

means less exporting of goods for

staff members towards the scheme

deposit schemes can’t be used for

of radical change in the use of

recycling.”

is so important, and we have been

everything, but it has the potential

plastic goods in its native Norway

looking at ways to encourage this.”

to increase the efficient usage of

and abroad. Its income of 300 mil-

Mr. Maldum points additionally to

many different kinds of products.

lion EUR in 2018, and the increas-

the smaller links in the chain: “The For Infinitum, optimizing the pro-

Imagine a similar scheme for old

ingly international nature of its

cars or glass fibre bolts, a deposit

work, attests to its market leader-

fee as an economic incentive to

ship, and to the success of its self-

return them would work. Compare

reflexive yet highly outward ethos.

cess is more about refining the

Compare the schemes to the cost of not collecting bottles
and having to clean up the environment as a result.

this to the cost of not collecting
these products and having to

Currently, many bottles marked ‘recycled’ only have around 10% recycled plastic in
them. Infinitum wants to raise that to see bottles reach 100% recycled plastic

13 www.european-business.com



Read this article online
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The bottle deposit schemes run from over 11,000 pick-up points across Norway,
and can even pick up plastic bottles from your house

business
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bottle deposit scheme relies on a

Interview with Andres Kangur, Group Marketing Director
at Thermory AS

The beauty of durable wood
and eco-friendliness

For decades, science has been in awe of woods as vibrant communities, in which trees and
other species interact in various ways and older trees nurture younger ones to support their
growth. As these insights lead to more responsible forestry and many people recognize wood
as a renewable building material, the question arises how sustainable the next step can be.
How can we make sure that wood will endure weather conditions for a long time, and how
can we do this in an eco-friendly way? Thermory AS from Estonia has the answer and offers
strikingly beautiful and durable ash and pine timber that will last for over 20 years.
Thermal modification technology

durability to their timber. In 2018 it

world. Some 95% of its turnover

tion companies. “Developing a

is an eco-friendly way to make

merged with the other major player

is realized outside of Estonia. The

well-trained network of licenced

wood durable since only heat and

in the thermowood sector under

company sells its products to dis-

installers is our target. For exam-

steam are used; no chemicals and

the brand Thermory to create the

tributors and directly to clients. It

ple we have developed an easy

no plastic composites. “It requires

leading player in this field. With a

distinguishes three customer seg-

press-and-click system (PaCS),

a lot of experience to keep the

turnover of 70 million EUR, Ther-

ments. The first segment includes

that significantly reduces the time

wood stable in this process,” says

mory is now the largest company

architects and designers; those

it takes to install cladding materials

Andres Kangur, Group Marketing

in its market. “On a global scale it

who decide what a building or

– a much appreciated innovation

Director at Thermory AS. “We mas-

is a niche market, but our custom-

built area will look like and decide

by construction companies,” notes

tered this technology and secure

ers are interested in sustainable

on the choice of materials. The

Mr. Kangur. He adds that Ther-

a high quality wood with a product

technologies and are prepared to

second segment are their clients,

mory’s aim is to enhance people’s

life of 20 to 25 years; that is with-

pay for performance,” Mr. Kangur

including real estate developers.

environment, because more and

out any special treatment, so it is a

adds.

The third segment are the parties

more people are living in urban

who install the Thermory products:

areas and are separated from

the contractors and construc-

nature. Having wood in their living

low-maintenance product.”
Thermory has 550 employees,
Thermory originated in 1997 as a

three factories and two sawmills lo-

trading company, but its manage-

cated in Estonia and Finland. The

ment soon realized the potential

largest sales team is located in the

inherent in investing in sustainable

US, but the company has clients

technology to add more value and

in over 50 countries around the

Thermally modified ash makes a stunning decking
for this school in Denmark
EUROPEAN

business

Our wood is only treated with heat and steam, without any
chemicals applied in the process, and is therefore both ecological and durable, with product life of 20 to 25 years.

Thermory Ash decking at the ZEB pilot house in Norway, which
won the WAN Sustainable Building Award 2015

Thermory Pine was used at the Taramea Climate
House in New Zealand

www.european-business.com 14

Eco-retreat in Austin, Texas: Thermory Drift cladding fit the bill for this Yoki Treehouse perfectly

Thermory guarantees a high quality end result: an Auroom
sauna installed in a spa in Stuttgart, Germany

Thermory Ash cladding was used in Shanghai for
the largest Disney flagship store in the world

space is a beautiful way to bring
nature closer to them. “We want
to support people’s wellbeing with
our products.”

As more people are living separated from nature in urban
environments, having wood in their interior and exterior
living space is a beautiful way to bring nature closer

second warehouse there. We try to
learn from our operations in the US
and extend those outcomes in other continents.” Thermory products

Looking at the portfolio of strikingly

“Our factories are built modularly,

port the export of its products.

are also suited to the high temper-

beautiful projects that have been

so our production is very flexible.”

Thermory is the market leader in

atures in areas like the Middle East

sauna materials in Finland, in a

and Africa. He concludes: “This

realized, it seems Thermory has
definitely reached that goal. Its

As some people just want the

large market with a long tradition,

beautiful company is growing fast

thermally modified timber is used

beauty of natural wood, and others

as Finland is the birthplace of

and has global ambitions. I have

for cladding and wall panelling, for

prefer a creative design, Thermory

sauna tradition. The company also

worked for multinationals before

both interior and exterior decking,

also developed special finishings

developed the innovative concept-

and lived abroad for 20 years, and

and is perfect for use in saunas.

to suit market trends. Examples

sauna brand Auroom, a modular

it is great to apply this experience

The raw materials like pine and

are “Ignite”, a reproduction of

concept that can easily be adapted

here. We are building a strong

ash are selected very carefully to

aesthetically burnt wood used in

to private homes, spas, and fitness

brand to accelerate our growth and

ensure the highest quality, in long-

a Japanese tradition, and “Drift”,

or wellness areas. “In the wellness

increase our client base.”

standing relations with suppliers in

that recalls the old and exposed

and sauna sector, the Scandina-

Europe, North America and Asia.

wood of an old farmhouse.

vian countries are important mar-

“We offer many different profiles to

kets for us, and we want to expand

match the preferences of markets

As for marketing, Thermory has a

our activities in Germany, Austria,

and customers, as well as custom-

strong sales team and distributor

Switzerland and France; we see a

ized profiles,” says Mr. Kangur.

network, and will invest more in

lot of potential in hotels and spa

digital strategies as well to sup-

facilities,” Mr. Kangur explains.
“As for cladding and decking, the
US market is our main focus now;
we just opened a third office and a

Thermory AS

Peterburi tee 44/2
11415 Tallinn
Estonia
 +372 606 2903
 +372 606 2901
 info@thermory.com
 www.thermory.com
www.auroomwellness.com

Thermory Benchmark Pine cladding, decking and roofing contribute to sheer beauty at The Waterfront in Stavanger, Norway
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Interview with Konrad Rochalski, President of the Board/CEO at Archidoc S.A., Voice Contact Center Sp.zo.o.,
and Ewa Czarnecka, CCO and Board Member at Voice Contact Center Sp.zo.o.

Simplifying business in the evercomplexing world

Konrad Rochalski, President of the
Board at Archidoc S.A., Voice Contact
Center Sp.zo.o.

The world is growing in population, businesses, and ideas. This growth means greater
complexity, and while complexity is not inherently bad, it does bring challenges. Archidoc
S.A. (Archidoc) and Voice Contact Center
Sp.zo.o. (VCC) are among two companies
who understand this growing complexity of
our world, and actively seek to bring transparency to it.

Ewa Czarnecka, COO and Board Member
at Voice Contact Center Sp.zo.o.

Founded in 1994 as a storage

complete packages to our clients,”

its own backbone which can help

in creating and conducting com-

company as a way for Polish

says Konrad Rochalski, President

do things such as using robots to

prehensive customer care services

companies to safeguard docu-

at Archidoc. “With headquarters

find the necessary data out of pa-

including all channels of commu-

ments, Archidoc is at its core a

in Warsaw, Poland, we are nicely

per and mail and greater improve

nication and additional business

firm focused on preserving and

central, and able to work with cli-

the efficiency and speed such

activities to support our clients’

protecting company information.

ents all over Europe and world.”

processes are performed. “We can

operations and their customers

VCC entered later in 2009 and has

The mission of Archidoc is to cre-

grown to specialize in customer

ate paperless offices and organiza-

service and BPO services.

tions and it offers services in the
field of document management

“Both companies are part of OEX

and back-office support. With its

capital group which can offer

own IT team, Archidoc has built

Using our competencies we create services
to solve problems for our customers.
either store the information for our

seeking for an effective support.

clients or provide it to them,” Mr.

We also offer such products as

Rochalski. “We can also create in-

research services and telephone

terfaces for their systems with elec-

surveys, to verify customer satis-

tronic and automated workflows.”

faction and loyalty with the company, service, or product.” Ewa

VCC has high specialization in

Czarnecka, COO and Board Mem-

creating and conducting customer

ber at VCC says.

care services, often for big corpo-

A dedicated team in the contact center

EUROPEAN

business

rations. Working across multiple

As close business partners and

languages and nationalities, VCC

sister companies in the OEX capital

uses an omnichannel contact

group, Archidoc and VCC, offer a

center with telephone, email, chat,

powerful combination of services.

social media support, video call,

Taking the example of an insurance

callbacks, voicebots and tickets

company, the combined approach

processing. “Our specialization is

of Archidoc and VCC allows the

www.european-business.com 16

The complete package: Archidoc was founded as a storage company

could make greater use of combin-

deliver complexity and best solu-

cess claims, organize assistance,

ing current single services like cus-

tions. Though major clientele is

collect documentation around the

tomer services, mailing rooms, and

based in Poland, more and more

claim, create e-file for e-settlement

scanning. Poland is particularly

clients from all over the world are

processes, provide e-archives as

attractive for BPO services, as cus-

seeking out the two firms for their

well as physical copies, and finally

tomers can attain smaller pricetag

knowledge and expertise, as well

create a complete file compilation

than similar services in Germany,

as their ability to offer unified and

for insurance liquidation. The great

the United Kingdom, the United

complete solutions. In the grow-

strength in the business approach

States and the like. “What we can

ing complexity of today’s world, it

of these two companies, both individually and together, is that it is
not a single answer service which is
provided to solve a single problem,

We will bring simplicity and transparency to companies
through integration and what we like to call, a ‘complete
package’ offering.

but an entire solution which wholesomely betters their customers.

do as far as offering a complete

seems no greater service could be

solution with the same level of

offered, than a breath of fresh air

The value lies in understanding

quality at more competitive prices

through integration and simplicity.

that so many companies could do

than other countries seems to be a

so much more to make their lives,

market which has been growing for

“We want to increase our inter-

and the lives of their customers

years and doesn’t seem to be stop-

national clients’ base,” says Ms.

easier, by simplifying and unifying

ping,” says Mr. Rochalski.

Czarnecka. “By focusing on our

their processes. Archidoc and VCC

cross-border competences, we can

look to educate their clients, and

The ongoing goal for both Archidoc

develop more advanced technol-

let them know that they can help

and VCC is to continue develop-

ogy to support customers globally

them to take over their entire pro-

ment and innovation in areas com-

and bring about a new age of inte-

cess and deliver solutions. Espe-

panies specialise in, independently

gration and an excellent customer

cially in Europe many companies

and and also in cooperation to

experience.”
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Archidoc S.A.

ul. Niedźwiedziniec 10
41506 Chorzów
Poland
 +48 32 3556840
 +48 32 3556870
 archidoc@archidoc.pl
 www.archidoc.pl

Voice Contact Center
Sp. z o.o.
ul. Równoległa 4a
02235 Warszawa
Poland

 +48 22 255 20 00
 info@voicecc.pl
 www.voicecc.pl
www.oex.pl
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insurance firm to register and pro-

Interview with Régis Sauvion, CEO
of Team Plastique

Adapting to industrial
challenges with Industry 4.0
It is all change for Team Plastique in Châteaubriant, France.
The company is gearing up for a change in management and
ownership with new CEO Régis Sauvion already in post and the
handover from company founder Didier Elin well underway. At
the same time, the company is growing strongly; so much so
that plans for the construction of a new production unit that is
due to come online by the end of 2020 are also well advanced.

Team Plastique specializes in the

the production capacity to meet

installing fully automated produc-

immediately and to generate quali-

transformation of plastic into tech-

our clients’ needs in the future.”

tion lines but it is committed to the

ty alerts following quality deviations

use of digitalization, automation

that may have been observed. The

nical parts and sub-assemblies.
With 30 years of expertise in this

At present, Team Plastique gener-

field it has recognized know-how

ates annual turnover of 20 million

across its five core activities of

EUR. A 10% increase to 22 mil-

thermoforming, vacuum laminat-

lion EUR is targeted for this year.

ing, machining, assembly, and

Investing in Industry 4.0 tech-

pressure forming, as well as logis-

nologies will help the company to

tics. Most recently, it has become

achieve this target. “We are poised

involved in the demands and op-

on the cusp of major changes in

portunities of Industry 4.0 in its

our sector,” outlines Mr. Sauvion.

production processes; advantages

“While we want to preserve our

Team Plastique has been heavily involved in developing new
Industry 4.0-compatible production processes which can be
seen in its new robotics and automated capacities.

Team Plastique’s headquarters and production site in Châteaubriant

and robotization. “We have been

tablets also reduce the paper trail

actively involved in Industry 4.0

of all of these vital tasks, which

technologies for the past two years

goes towards helping us meet our

and are very encouraged by the re-

sustainability goals.”

that will be integrated in the new

expertise in our traditional areas

sults,” states Mr. Sauvion. “We use

production plant. “All the busi-

of activity such as tool making,

poly-articulated robots and cobots

Team Plastique is a contract sup-

ness indicators point to continued

thermoforming and assembly, it

in production alongside human

plier and produces parts and

growth for Team Plastique in the

is vital that we embrace the new

operators and have automated

subsets in accordance with the

coming years,” states CEO Régis

technical possibilities available to

control tools for mass-produced

specifications laid out by its cus-

Sauvion. “By expanding our means

make us even more efficient.” First

parts. There is also a digital tablet

tomers. Its main customer market

of production in this way, we will

and foremost here is investment

at each workstation to ensure that

is the aviation industry, which

be able to respond to the increas-

in robotics and automation. Team

all documents are up to date and

accounts for half of its business,

ing demand and ensure we have

Plastique is still a way off from

that change requests are acted on

followed by general industry such

EUROPEAN
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We make all of the tools necessary to produce the required
parts in-house which allows us to react quickly to customer
requests and also keep quality standards high.

Poly-articulated robot for glueing and assembly

as the automotive sector, medi-

into blanks that can be processed

says Mr. Sauvion. “The new plant

to the forward planning of Didier

cal technology, camping vehicles,

again with virtually no loss in qual-

will focus exclusively on orders

Elin and the hard work and com-

forklifts, nautism and the food

ity,” explains Mr. Sauvion. “Nev-

for the aviation sector while the

mitment of our skilled workforce,

industry. “We form what is referred

ertheless, this is not permitted by

old site, which has also been ex-

the future is assured for Team

to in the industry as thick plastic

the strict regulations governing the

tended, will deal with orders from

Plastique.”

parts with thicknesses of between

aviation industry and the food sec-

other industry sectors. Within the

0.5 and 10 mm,” explains Mr.

tor so that our efforts to recycle are

next five years, we aim to increase

Sauvion. “Our traditional speciality

limited on this score.” Thanks to

turnover to 25 million EUR. Thanks

lies in applying decorative films to

its expertise and precision, Team

complex plastic parts. It took us

Plastique is a well-known name in

two years to perfect the vacuum

the sector and the company is re-

forming technique by which we

spected for its ability to deliver

can achieve a perfect finish, even

high quality parts on time. “We

on components with complicated

make all of the tools necessary

geometries.” In a third step, Team

to produce the required parts in-

Plastique assembles the parts to

house which allows us to react

a complete component or sub-

quickly to customer requests and

assembly that is then supplied to

also keep quality standards high,”

the customer ready for integration

notes Mr. Sauvion. The company

into their production line.

handover ensures that Team Plas-

As far as possible, or as far as cus-

Shareholders will be the new CEO

tomers allow, Team Plastique uses

as well as other members of the

recycled plastic in the components

management team. “Last year,

it makes. “We collect and sort the

we increased the capacity of our

scrap plastic produced during our

logistics operation to 1,500 m2 and

production process and return it

the new production unit will add

to our suppliers who turn it back

4,500 m2 of production capacity,”

19 www.european-business.com

Z.A. du Val de Chère
Route De Laval
44110 Châteaubriant
France

Thermoformed plastic part with
vacuum-formed decorative film

 +33 2 40811944
 +33 2 40814011
 contact@teamplastique.com
 www.teamplastique.com
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tique retains its independence.

Team Plastique

Interview with Christopher Zeuner, Head of Europe
at Złota 44 Sp. z o.o.

High-rise investment in the
Polish capital
Property has shown itself to be a solid investment over the last ten years. However, if
the trick to maximizing returns is buying at a low point in a rising market, then the
options in Europe are already petering out. The overheated London property market appears to have peaked while competition for up-and-coming Berlin is already intense. Into the mix comes Warsaw, which many experts believe has
higher prospects for growth than more developed cities in Western Europe.
The gem in its crown is Złota 44.
Złota 44 is an address well-worth

44 is a building of superlatives,”

entrusted with high profile, pres-

noting. The Daniel Libeskind-

says Christopher Zeuner, who is

tigious projects such as the

designed apartment building in the

Head of Europe for Amstar, the

Jewish Museum in Berlin

heart of downtown Warsaw repre-

majority shareholder of the build-

and the Ground Zero

sents an outstanding investment

ing, and the person with ultimate

project in Manhat-

opportunity in an up-and-coming

responsibility for ensuring the

tan. But his

real estate market. Złota 44 is a

sale of apartments now that the

vision has

landmark, 192 m, 52-floor tower

construction phase of the project

been

with 287 unique apartments and

has been completed. “Of course,

a 600 m2 luxury penthouse. As

the building’s biggest selling point

well as providing luxury residential

is its beautiful and unique archi-

accommodation in the heart of

tecture designed by the world-

the Polish capital, it boasts 1,800

renowned architect Daniel

m2 of amenities for residents,

Libeskind,” Mr. Zeuner

including the largest private swim-

enthuses. “He

ming pool in the country. “Złota

has also been

Złota 44 is a building of superlatives.

Relaxed seating in one of the building’s exclusive outdoor areas

EUROPEAN
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Złota 44 is a landmark development
and a superlative
investment opportunity in up-and-coming
Warsaw

Złota 44 Sp. z o.o.
Pulawska 2
02566 Warsaw
Poland

 +48 22 2501444
 +48 22 6523200
 info@zlota44.com
 www.zlota44.com

translated into reality

and are now actively marketing it

Studio,” describes Mr. Zeuner.

Mr. Zeuner. “We have installed

by many other talent-

to buyers,” says Mr. Zeuner. “Over

“They have created truly exclusive

an air filtration unit that supplies

ed collaborators.” US

70% of the apartments have al-

luxury interiors that combine so-

fresh air to all of the apartments

real estate investment

ready been sold and there is strong

phistication with comfort and make

and a special water treatment unit

management company

interest in the remainder.”

the best use of the panoramic

that supplies high-quality drinking

views of one of the greatest and

water and negates the need to buy

Amstar is one of them.
The company bought

Złota 44 is a luxury product and

fastest growing European capitals.”

bottled water. Our commitment to

the topped-out but un-

Mr. Zeuner heads up a technical

The crowning achievement is, of

the environment can also be seen

finished building from its

team that is not just involved in

course, the three-storey, 600 m2

in the space given for 288 bicycles

initial developer, ORCO,

sales but also implementing client

penthouse apartment, but all of the

in the underground bicycle park

together with Warsaw-

wishes regarding the decor and

apartments have been designed

and electric car charging station.”

based real estate develop-

layout of their apartment. “The

and furnished with equal care and

ment company BBI Devel-

refined design of the apartments

attention to the fine details.”

opment. “We finished the

and common areas is the work of

building and the apartments

the London-based Woods Bagot
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prestigious residential property
This attention to detail extends

currently available to buy in War-

also to the building technology,

saw, and likely to be for some time

which is state-of-the-art. The entire

to come. For many of the buyers,

facade is encased in triple-glazed

it combines a solid investment op-

window units to minimize thermal

portunity with a wonderful place to

energy loss and keep energy con-

live. The soft advantages are just

sumption low. Internal temperature

as convincing an argument to po-

is regulated through the use of

tential buyers as the hard statistics.

internal blinds and tilting window

“We have a lot of Polish buyers,

panels controlled via a control

of whom more than half are suc-

panel in the apartment or remotely

cessful business people,” says Mr.

via a smartphone app. The system

Zeuner. “When I am there, I can

reduces energy costs by 20%. It

feel the strong sense of community

also provides effective noise insu-

and see the obvious opportunities

lation “Warsaw is a noisy city and

for the residents to network.”

acoustics are important,” states

business
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The interior design is contemporary and laid out to make the most of the stunning
views over the city

Złota 44 is undoubtedly the most

Interview with Christopher Zeuner, Head of Europe
at Złota 44 Sp. z o.o.

Bright and elegant interiors

The interiors have been designed by well-known interior design
studios to make the most of the stunning architecture

In brief
Core Competence

Luxury apartment building in the center of Warsaw

One of two saunas available for residents’ use

Złota 44 represents an ideal opportunity to
invest and watch that investment rocket in value.

Facts & Figures

• Founded: Constructed between 2007 and 2016
• Structure: Owned by Amstar and BBI Development
• Branch offices: Amstar also owns a luxury apartment complex in Krakow
• Employees: 15

Products & Services

• Sale of exclusive apartments in the Złota 44 apartment
building in Warsaw to owner residents and investors
• Marketing activities
• Concierge service
• Social and networking event coordination for residents
within Club 44
• Property management

In other words, the benefits of own-

tor, wine storage facility and other

Wealthy individuals, investment groups

ership are not just financial. “We

recreational amenities to make life

have had instances of neighbours

in Złota 44 even more attractive.

Philosophy

concluding successful business

Our concierge service is available

deals with contacts they have

to cater to any other needs.” Złota

made here,” adds Mr. Zeuner. “It

44 is a worthy calling card for a city

is a development we are keen to

on the up and up. “Warsaw is half

foster with special events that we

the price of Prague and its econo-

organize for residents.” In a highly

my is booming,” says Mr. Zeuner.

mobile world, Złota 44 is clear that

“It represents an ideal opportunity

it is in competition with other cities.

to invest and watch that investment

“When we talk about luxury, people

rocket in value. In addition, resi-

expect a pool, jacuzzi, gym, cine-

dents can be part of the dedicated

ma, bar and sauna as a bare mini-

Club 44, the platform of meetings,

mum,” says Mr. Zeuner. “We also

entertainment, and quality discus-

offer a massage room, golf simula-

sions with external experts.”

Target Groups

Focus on luxury residential properties in up-and-coming
markets to meet the needs of an aspirational generation of
entrepreneurs and investors

Future

Continued investment in residential projects in the booming
Polish market

business
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High-quality amenities for residents are part and parcel of the luxury residential
sector and a key part of Złota 44’s appeal
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Interview with Martin Malo, CEO and Chairman of the Board
of Trenkwalder Czech and Slovak Republic

Now recruiting
Being among the top three providers in its field of temporary staffing and recruitment makes
Trenkwalder a.s., Czech subsidiary of the Trenkwalder Group, a major player in the business.
Yet, the company does not rest on its laurels – it has ambitious plans for the near future concerning both the numbers of recruits as well as the implementation of various new products
to its portfolio.
opened a whole twelve branches

members of staff of its own while

and became a full HR service

handling a total of around 3,000

provider. Shortly after, in 2005, it

external employees. The com-

became part of the Trenkwalder

pany’s annual turnover amounts to
around 50 million EUR.

The fact that we work 100%
in line with current legal
regulations is one of our big
assets.

Trenkwalder has various projects
in the pipeline for future development. “We plan to lower the risk
of any potential crises by further
diversifying our portfolio. Among
those plans are an e-learning platform as well as internal business

Martin Malo, CEO and Chairman of the Board of Trenkwalder
Czech and Slovak Republic, has his eyes set on the future

Group which in turn became part

process outsourcing. IT outsourc-

of the Droege Group in 2011.

ing will also be an issue,” Mr. Malo

“Over the years, we have become

sums up.

much more than a supplier,” says
Mr. Malo, who himself has been
Western European countries are

with the company since 2009. “We

temporary staffing and recruiting,

our outbound markets,” Mr. Malo

are now an adviser to our clients

both inbound and outbound,”

states. Probably the greatest asset

– a partner on an equal level.”

says CEO and Chairman of the

for Trenkwalder is the fact, that it

As such, Trenkwalder also helps

Board Martin Malo. “Our country is

is able to introduce people from

its clients tackle important issues

strongly feeling the lack of skilled

various non-European countries,

such as digitalization. “This is a big

workers. Our clients are based in

always in line with labour regula-

issue, not only for potential recruits

various industries such as auto-

tions of course. “The quality of our

but also for us within our busi-

motive or logistics, and we also

services is showcased by the fact

ness and for our clients,” says the

have some white collar custom-

that we have a very low fluctuation

CEO. “We advise our clients on the

ers such as the BMW Group. For

rate – many people stay with us for

digitalization of their business and

the majority of these clients, we

long periods of time.”

even train them in our own training

search and select the right people

facilities.”

abroad.” At the same time, the

The company was founded under

company connects Czech workers

the name KAPPA in 1991, offer-

This way, Trenkwalder has made

with possible employers in other

ing short term jobs to university

its way to the top of the field in its

countries: “Germany and other

students. It was not until 2002 it

business segment, employing 80
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Trenkwalder Czech
Republic
Heřmanická 1648/5
71000 Ostrava
Czech Republic

 +420 542 216748
 infoczech@
trenkwalder.com
 www.cz.trenkwalder.com
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“Currently, our main services are
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